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The prevalence of online instruction highlights the importance of videos in education. Pedagogies that
include elements that actively engage students are accepted as an improvement over more passive modes of
instruction. How can we transfer the advantages of active engagement to instruction via video? Previous
research on instructional videos has shown that there are a number of principles, the adherence to which
benefit student learning by maximizing productive cognitive processing. To understand the impact of
combining such principles we designed and produced four different versions of the same physics
demonstration video, varying levels of “visual enhancement” designed around these principles and the
amount of active engagement across the different versions. Using pre-post video testing, we compared how
much viewers learned across the four different versions. We found that actively engaging students by
embedding questions throughout the video increases student learning. We also found that physics videos
are most effective when they include enhanced visuals and embedded questions. Notably, it is the
combination that matters most; the learning effect from embedding questions is increased when the video
also includes enhanced visuals. This study represents an important step towards understanding how
instructors can design and refine their videos to maximize student learning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade there has been increasing interest in
teaching and learning online and a trend towards instruction
through videos [1]. While instruction through video does
not inherently provide pedagogical advantages over live
instruction [2], videos can be more effective when particu-
lar features are included in their design.
Here we explore instructional videos in the context of

physics demonstration videos. When teaching a physical
science course, in person or online, it is essential that
instructors provide students with opportunities to directly
observe the physical phenomena that illustrate the concepts
they are trying to teach. Students’ observations of a
physical demonstration can highlight their misconceptions
and increase their interest [3]. When teaching in person,
instructors mostly achieve this by relying on live, in-person
lecture demonstrations. Online courses instead must rely on
videos of demonstrations.
In previous work we have shown that physics demon-

stration videos can lead to improved learning over nearly

identical live demonstrations [4]. These videos can be
categorized as instructional explanation videos, which are
short (approximately 3–4 min) videos with the goal of
explaining a specific concept [5]. We found that students
who viewed these demonstration videos learned 25%–30%
(p < 0.01) more than those who viewed the live, in-person
demonstration. Other previous work shows that correctly
observing the outcome of a demonstration is one of the
most important predictors for students successfully learn-
ing physics from a live lecture demonstration [6]. One of
the reasons why students learn more from demonstration
videos (compared to live demos) could be that the outcomeof
the demo is easier to observe in a video [4,6], due to
additional capabilities such as freezing the frame and high-
lighting a relevant region of the video [7]. Here we present a
first step in exploringwhy students appear to learnmore from
video demonstrations than live demonstrations and in under-
standing specifically which features, when included in a
video, are most important for helping students learn.
The first step in creating a video is choosing the content

and constructing a “narrative”—this essentially boils down
to writing a script (i.e., narration).1 This narration is then
paired with appropriate visuals, and then finally, for
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1This claim draws on nearly a decade of experience of one of
the authors (G. K.) writing and producing videos and documen-
taries (e.g., via NOVA | PBS).
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educational videos, interactive elements, such as embedded
questions, may be included. While this order is not
universal nor the steps neatly delineated, the three compo-
nents at play are narrative, visuals, and active engagement
elements. In the present study, all videos have the same
narration, while the visuals and active engagement ele-
ments will vary in their level of adherence to research-based
practices.
The literature points to a group of principles that, when

followed within video design, improve viewers’ cognitive
processing. Cognitive processing is defined as mental
functions involved in the acquisition, storage, interpreta-
tion, manipulation, transformation, and use of knowledge
[8]. The cognitive theory of multimedia learning points to
three design goals for videos to optimize productive
cognitive processing of information: reducing extraneous
processing,2 managing essential processing,3 and fostering
generative processing4 [9–11]. These goals can be achieved
by adhering to various principles, including signaling,
temporal contiguity, and modality matching [10].
Matching modality is the process of using both audio and

visual channels to convey new information, ensuring that
the particular type of information fits with the most
appropriate channel. Narrating a process while, at the same
time, showing an animation of the process uses both
channels to explain the process and this gives the learner
complementary streams of information. Temporal conti-
guity is the idea that students learn better when related
words and pictures happen simultaneously [5]. Signaling,
or highlighting the most relevant parts of an explanation, is
a feature shown to promote effective instruction, both
within the cognitive theory of multimedia learning, as well
as within more recent frameworks for the design of
instructional videos [12,13]. A proven way to highlight
the relevance of information is embedding visuals (graphi-
cal overlays and animations) that signal the essential ideas
of an explanation [13]. Signaling has been shown to be
important for motivating students to engage in processing
the information on a deeper level [14]. Embedding ques-
tions in instructional explanation videos can be considered
another example of signaling to the viewer the relevancy of
the most important information.
While active learning in the college classroom [15–21]

as well as active engagement within a multimedia lesson
have been shown to improve students’ learning [7], we aim
to explore how a simple and common type of active
engagement, namely, embedded questions, impacts

students’ learning when included in an instructional video.
There is existing research on how the inclusion of ques-
tions, independent of variation in visual presentation,
improves learning gains [5,7,22].
While we focus on specific ways to increase active

engagement, educational psychology literature points to
increased cognitive activation as being a core feature of
quality instruction generally. Improved learning through
inclusion of elements that foster active processing is not
unique to video, for example, prompts have been shown to
increase learning outcomes in written instructional explan-
ations [23]. Also, while we engage students with discrete
questions, microlevel interaction, such as pausing and
replaying parts of a video may also increase learning
[24]. The capability for microlevel activities such as
pausing and replaying does not vary between our con-
ditions and therefore is not a consideration in this study.
We investigate the effect of videos which simultaneously

actively engage students (by embedded questions) and
include enhanced visuals. We refer to videos which employ
features such as signaling, temporal contiguity, and modal-
ity matching as having “enhanced visuals.”We enhance the
videos’ visuals by carefully coordinating narration, overlaid
graphics, text, and on-screen action (see next section for
examples). We embed questions throughout the videos, at
approximately 30-sec intervals. Using pre-post testing we
compare how much participants learn from different
versions of the videos, which vary both in terms of visual
enhancement and active engagement, to determine the
impact of these two elements on learning from videos.
We find that actively engaging students by embedding

questions throughout the video improves student learning.
We also find that physics videos are most effective when
they are designed to both actively engage students and have
enhanced visuals. Notably, it is the interaction that matters
most; the learning effect from embedding questions is
enhanced when the video also has enhanced visuals. These
results provide useful insights that may help educators
design instructional videos to enhance student learning.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Experimental design

For each of two physics demonstrations, we designed
and produced four different versions of the same short
(approximately 3–4 min) educational video. The audio
track for each video was identical across all four versions.
We varied the four versions along two different dimensions:
visual enhancement and active engagement. As illustrated
in Fig. 1, the videos were designed to explore the effect
of these two elements of interest. One of the versions
(version 1) was designed both to have enhanced visuals and
to actively engage the viewer (through embedded ques-
tions). Two of the versions included only one of these
elements, embedded questions only (version 2) or

2Cognitive processing that does not serve the instructional
objective and is caused by poor instructional design.

3Cognitive processing required to mentally represent the
essential material in the lesson as presented and is caused by
the complexity of the to-be-learned material.

4Cognitive processing required to make sense of the essential
material and depends on the learner’s motivation to exert effort
during learning.
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enhanced visuals only (version 3). Version 4 included
neither enhanced visuals nor embedded questions.

B. Physics demonstration videos

We created the four video versions described above for
two different physics demonstrations, “shoot the monkey”
and “high road, low road.” In the shoot the monkey
demonstration a cannon is aimed directly at a (stuffed)

monkey suspended a few meters above the ground, at a
distance of several meters away from the cannon (see
Fig. 2). The cannon is fired and, simultaneously, the
monkey is released from rest. As the acceleration due to
gravity is the same for both the monkey and the bullet,
gravity displaces both objects the same vertical distance in
the time that it takes the bullet to travel horizontally to the
monkey and the two objects collide (i.e., the bullet hits the
monkey). This is used to demonstrate the independence of
the horizontal and vertical components of the motion of
projectiles.
In all four versions of the shoot the monkey video, the

narrator discusses three contrasting cases of the demo:
(i) aiming above the monkey, (ii) aiming below the monkey,
and (iii) aiming directly at the monkey. In the versions
designed to have enhanced visuals (versions 1 and 3), the
contrasting case narration is accompanied by animated
visuals (i.e., red lines placed at different angles, as seen in
Fig. 3) which illustrate the differences between the cases. In
the other two versions of the shoot the monkey video
(versions 2 and 4), these contrasting cases were described
in the narration but were not matched with complementary
graphics or animations.
Figure 4 further illustrates the difference between the

shoot the monkey demo video versions designed to have
enhanced visuals (1 and 3) compared to the versions which
were not designed to have them (2 and 4). Figure 4(a)

FIG. 1. Summary of four versions of videos used in the study.

FIG. 2. Shoot the monkey setup schematic.

FIG. 3. Screenshots from the shoot the monkey demo video versions which had enhanced visuals (versions 1 and 3).
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shows a screenshot from video versions 1 and 3 where the
video is overlaid with a graphic that signals the important
information. In these two versions, a graphic is used to
illustrate that since both the bullet and the monkey begin
their descent at the same time (t ¼ 0) and they are both
falling for the same amount of time, they both have the
same vertical displacement due to gravity: half the gravi-
tational acceleration (g) times the time elapsed squared.
Figure 4(b) shows a screenshot from video versions 2 and 4
which do not include any of these enhanced visuals.
In the high road, low road demonstration, two balls,

starting with the same initial horizontal velocity, roll along
two different tracks. One ball follows a straight, horizontal
track (high road) while the other rolls down a track shaped
like a valley with a flat section at the bottom, and then rolls
back up to the original height (low road). The horizontal
distance traveled by each ball is the same, but the low road

track is a longer path. Figure 5 shows a picture of the two
tracks.
When the ball on the low road travels into the valley, the

x component of its velocity is always larger than that of the
ball on the high road and therefore the low road ball “wins
the race” despite traveling a longer path. Figure 6 illustrates
the difference between the high road, low road demo video
versions with enhanced visuals (1 and 3) compared to the
versions without enhanced visuals (2 and 4). Figure 6(a)
shows a screenshot from video versions 1 and 3 where the
video is overlaid with a graphic showing the normal force
and weight of the ball; these forces are visually displayed
throughout the ball’s motion. These enhanced visuals
illustrate that the normal force has an x component along
one path but not along the other. This helps clarify why the
low-road ball accelerates horizontally compared to the
high-road ball which moves at a constant speed. These
graphics are accompanied by an explanation of the physics
which also serves to help manage the viewers’ essential
processing through modality matching between the audi-
tory and visual channels. The auditory and visual channels
describe the same concept adhering to the principle of
temporal contiguity. Figure 6(b) shows a screenshot from
the corresponding video versions (2 and 4) which do not
have enhanced visuals. The physics behind these graphics
is explained in the narration (the audio is the same across all
four video versions) but, as the visuals are missing, there is
no modality matching in these versions of the videos.

FIG. 4. Screenshot from the shoot the monkey demo video versions which (a) had enhanced visuals (versions 1 and 3) and (b) did not
have enhanced visuals (versions 2 and 4).

FIG. 5. Images of two tracks in the high road, low road
demonstration.

(a) (b) 

FIG. 6. Screenshot from the high road, low road demo video versions which (a) had enhanced visuals (versions 1 and 3) and (b) did not
have enhanced visuals (versions 2 and 4).
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C. Embedded questions

For both demonstrations, video versions 1 and 2
included embedded questions. The questions are designed
to improve learning in four ways: (i) they actively engage
the viewer, (ii) they segment the videos, (iii) they prime the
viewer for the material in the subsequent video segments
[25], and (iv) they highlight, or signal, the most important
information. Each video was broken up into short (approx-
imately 30-sec) segments, and one multiple-choice ques-
tion was embedded after each segment. Viewers were
required to respond to the question before being able to
proceed to the next segment of the video. The shoot the
monkey demo video included six embedded questions,
while the high road, low road demo included four
embedded questions.

D. Pretests and post-tests

Each version of each video was embedded in a Google
form which included a prevideo test and a postvideo test.
Figure 7 summarizes this design.
The prevideo test included four conceptual physics

questions which were topically relevant to the content of
the video and used as a baseline for conceptual physics
understanding. The pretest also included a multiple-choice
background question, which asked participants to indicate
the highest-level physics course they had completed. The
choices were: “I have never taken physics before,” “I have
completed high school physics,” “I have completed college
level physics,” or “I have completed graduate school level
physics.” The postvideo test included 4–7 conceptual
physics questions which were different but isomorphic to
those in the prevideo test. All pre- and post-tests were
rescaled to a 5-point scale (so the data from each demo
could be pooled). The pre- and post-tests for all four
versions of each demo video were identical. The pretests
and post-tests for each video are included in Appendices A
and B in the Supplemental Material [26].

E. Mechanical turk

We published each of the four versions of the Google
form for each demo video on the Amazon Mechanical Turk
(MTurk) platform as a Human Intelligence Task (HIT).
MTurk is a marketplace for human tasks (HITs) such as
completing surveys or generating training data for machine

learning. Customers who complete HITs are called “work-
ers” and customers publishing the HITs are called “reques-
ters.”Workers are paid for completing HITs (on average $6/
hour) and requesters can specify which workers are eligible
to complete their HITs. Requesters can restrict workers
based on location, level of education, or other demographic
criteria. Requesters can also specify that only “masters
workers” are eligible to complete their HITs. Masters
workers have consistently demonstrated a high degree of
success in performing a wide range of HITs across a large
number of requesters. Prior research has shown that
crowdsourcing tools like MTurk provide subjects (i.e.,
the workers) which serve as an appropriate substitute for
“real” students [27].

F. Sample

Participants in this study were MTurk masters workers
who completed high school in the United States. Workers
were randomly assigned one of the four versions of the
video or Google form. We filtered workers’ responses on
two measures to ensure that we only included, in our final
sample, participants who took the survey seriously and
answered the questions earnestly. We dropped from the
sample any workers who completed the task too quickly
(less time than the length of the video plus 2 min). We also
included, in the post-test, a “filter” question which anyone
reading the questions carefully should have been able to
answer correctly. The question asked the participant to
imagine there were two cars traveling, one twice as fast as
the other. The participant was asked to determine which car
would travel further, in the same amount of time. We

FIG. 7. Experimental design.
FIG. 8. Level of physics background of Mechanical Turk
participants in the study (N ¼ 300).
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assumed that any participant who failed to answer this
question correctly was not reading the questions carefully
and we dropped them from the study. We dropped 11
participants who completed the survey too quickly and 15
participants who failed to answer our filter question
correctly. Overall, not counting those we dropped, 300
MTurk workers participated in the experiment; between 60
and 80 unique workers completed each of the four versions
of the form. Workers were prevented from participating in
the study more than once (i.e., each worker completed only
one version of the form). The four versions of the survey
were posted to Mechanical Turk all at the same time and,
from the MTurk worker point of view, they were all the
same HIT. There was no systematic assignment of partic-
ipants to version and therefore, participants were randomly
assigned to one of the four experimental conditions. Most
of the workers (79%) had either never taken physics before
or had completed high school physics. Figure 8 shows the
distribution of workers’ physics backgrounds (N ¼ 300).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 9 shows aggregate average postvideo test scores
from the four versions of the demo videos. While the
averages presented in Fig. 9 represent results pooled from
both demos, each was first analyzed separately; we
combined the results only after establishing identical trends
for each demonstration. As seen in Fig. 9, participants who
watched the video version with both enhanced visuals and
embedded questions did significantly better on the post-
video test than participants who watched any of the other
three versions (p value of 0.001–0.05). There is a

statistically significant difference between version 1 and
version 2 (p < 0.05), between version 1 and version 3
(p < 0.001) and between version 1 and version 4
(p < 0.01). The differences between the other versions
(between 2 and 3; 2 and 4; 3 and 4) were not significant. By
comparing postvideo results of participants who watched
version 2 to the pooled results of the participants who
watched the other three versions, we calculated the effect
size (Cohen’s d) [28] of the combination of enhanced
visuals and embedded questions to be 0.58 (95% confidence
interval 0.32–0.85). According to the standard benchmarks
suggested by Cohen, a medium effect size is around 0.5 and
a large effect size is 0.8 [29]. We also measured the effect
sizes across all four groups using post-estimation (eta-
squared) of an ANOVA of postvideo test scores. The effect
size across all four groups was 0.07 (df ¼ 3, 95%
CI ¼ 0.02–0.13). To ensure that the groups of participants
across all four versions of the videos were comparable, we
did a one-way analysis of variance of prevideo test scores
across the four groups of MTurkers and determined that
there was no statistically significant difference between any
of the four groups (F ¼ 0.61, p ¼ 0.61). We verified that
there was no significant difference in prevideo test scores
across the four groups with a Bonferroni test. We also
analyzed participants’ self-reported “highest level of phys-
ics course completed” (the data depicted in Fig. 8) by
conducting a one-way analysis of variance. The results of
this ANOVA (and a subsequent Bonferroni test) determined
that there was no statistically significant difference in the
distribution of the “highest level of physics course com-
pleted” between the four groups (F ¼ 1.17, p ¼ 0.32).
Figure 9 shows that videos are most effective when they

are designed both to actively engage students (through
embedded questions) and have enhanced visuals. Notably,
it is the interaction that matters most; videos that either
solely promote active engagement or solely include
enhanced visuals are not as effective as videos that do
both. Table I shows the standardized coefficients for two
linear regression models predicting the postvideo test
scores with the two variables of interest (visual enhance-
ment and embedded questions). Both models control for
participants’ levels of physics background and their pre-
video test scores. The level of physics background is
controlled for by including participants’ self-reported high-
est level of physics course completed as a categorical
variable in each model. There is only a weak correlation
between the highest level of physics course a participant
completed and their prevideo test scores (0.11, p ¼ 0.04)
and we included both as control variables, as doing so
improved the predictive power of both models. Model 1
shows the main effects of embedded questions and
enhanced visuals on postvideo test scores. Embedding
questions in the videos is predictive of higher postvideo
test performance (p < 0.01) but the effect of enhanced
visuals (on their own) is not predictive of participants’

FIG. 9. Average postvideo test score for participants who
watched each of the four versions of the videos: version 1: with
enhanced visuals and embedded questions; version 2: without
enhanced visuals, with embedded questions; version 3: with
enhanced visuals, without embedded questions; version 4: with-
out enhanced visuals, without embedded questions. Error bars
represent the standard error of the mean.
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postvideo test scores. This finding is in keeping with the
literature—students learn more from videos when they are
required to answer relevant questions [5]. The interpreta-
tion of this increased learning from embedded questions
has a subtlety, which is illustrated by model 2. Model 2
shows that the interaction between the two variables of
interest is significant (p < 0.05). This interaction is illus-
trated in Fig. 10. The difference in postvideo test perfor-
mance between videos with embedded questions,
compared to videos without embedded questions, is
increased significantly when embedded questions are
coupled with enhanced visuals.
It appears that to maximize learning from active engage-

ment in videos, interactive questions and enhanced visuals
need to go hand in hand. In versions 1, we designed each
video segment to proceed in two steps: (i) students are

presented with a question that actively engages them and
primes them for upcoming information presented in the
video, (ii) information relevant to the question is presented
with enhanced visuals. We should therefore expect that the
majority of learning in each video segment occurs not
during the period in which the participant is answering the
embedded questions, but rather when watching the follow-
ing segment. In order to test this, we looked at the
relationship between performance on the embedded ques-
tions and postvideo test performance.
Table II looks specifically at the videos with questions

embedded (versions 1 and 2) and shows a linear regression
model that predicts students’ post-test performance based
on how they answered the questions embedded throughout
the video (controlling for inclusion of enhanced visuals and
performance on prevideo questions). The coefficient for
performance on embedded questions is not statistically
significant, indicating that there is no relationship between
answering the embedded questions correctly and perfor-
mance on the postvideo test. This is consistent with the
two-step design of embedded questions described above.
That is, embedded questions first serve to prime the viewer
for observation of key points in the video that are then
highlighted, or signaled, through enhanced visuals. If the
ordering of the elements were reversed (video segment
signals important information and then a relevant question
is embedded after the video segment, as opposed to before
the segment) we might expect a testing effect [30]—that is,
performance on the embedded questions in the video would
be correlated with postvideo test performance. The fact that
we see no such correlation suggests that the embedded
questions are in fact priming viewers for the video segment
which follows each question, and there is no testing effect.
From the literature we would expect that both enhanced

visuals (which help foster productive cognitive processing)
[10] and active engagement [16–21] in videos would
increase viewers’ learning. Given that the sequence in
which questions and related information relies on priming,

FIG. 10. Model 2 interaction between enhanced visuals and
embedded questions in predicting postvideo test scores.

TABLE I. Standardized coefficients for linear regression models
predicting students’ postvideo performance predicted by the main
effects of enhanced visuals and embedded questions (model 1)
and the interaction between enhanced visuals and embedded
questions (model 2) (both models control for performance on
prevideo questions and incoming physics background).

Model 1 Model 2

Standardized coefficients

Constant −0.35 −0.24
Performance on prevideo questions 0.17** 0.16**

Level of physics background 0.08 0.08
Enhanced visuals 0.19 −0.05
Embedded questions 0.36** 0.14
Interaction between enhanced
visuals and embedded questions

0.47*

R2 0.06 0.07
RMSE 0.97 0.96

***p < 0.001
**p < 0.01
*p < 0.0

TABLE II. Standardized coefficients for linear regression
models predicting students’ postvideo performance based on
their performance on the questions embedded throughout the
video (controlling for performance on prevideo questions and
inclusion of enhanced visuals).

Standardized coefficients

Constant 2.52
Performance on prevideo questions 0.06
Performance on questions
embedded in videos

0.06

Enhanced visuals 0.56**

R2 0.07
RMSE 1.16

***p < 0.001
**p < 0.01
*p < 0.05
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we would also expect no correlation between performance
on embedded questions and post-test questions. Both of
these expectations are realized by the data. The model
presented in Table II also confirms that having enhanced
visuals is a significant predictor for postvideo test perfor-
mance, only assuming the videos already have embedded
questions.
Finally, while prior knowledge (pretest score) is pre-

dictive of absolute post-test score, we find no relationship
between prior knowledge and learning gains. That is,
participants with different levels of prior knowledge appear
to benefit equally from videos which have enhanced visuals
and include embedded questions. Previous research has
shown that students who have a better understanding of the
underlying concepts are more likely to observe and
remember an in-person demonstration correctly [5]. We
suggest that by presenting demonstrations through videos
that have enhanced visuals, one fosters correct observation,
therefore allowing those coming to the video with a weaker
understanding a unique opportunity to learn.
We acknowledge that this study has some limitations. We

have performed an experiment with two specific demon-
stration videos and, while we have found the same trends in
our results for both videos, we cannot assume that these
results are generalizable to all videos in all subject domains.
Also, further work should explore the role of segmenting
(dividing the video into segments), which based on the
literature, improves learning in some cases but not others
[31]. This study also has limitations associated with the
sample population. We have performed this experiment
with Mechanical Turk workers, not students and not in the
context of an academic class. While there is research that
shows MTurk workers are an appropriate substitute for
students, participating in a platform like the Mechanical
Turk might introduce unmeasured, implicit biases in the
sample such as a positive selection of participants who are
“tech savvy.” Further research needs to be conducted to
show that these results are generalizable to students in a
classroom setting.

While the present investigation focuses on learning
gains from physics demonstration videos, not all demon-
strations are presented with the aim of improving con-
ceptual understanding. From informal surveys of several
physics instructors and demonstration technicians, we have
found that other aims include: presenting an everyday
application of a concept, increasing motivation, and
increasing excitement. It is no surprise that demonstrations
are often the most memorable part of a physics course.
Future work should explore a wider array of the benefits of
demonstrations.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown that embedding questions in physics
demonstration videos improves learning. We have also
shown learning gains from videos that include embedded
questions and enhanced visuals are higher than those from
videos with one or neither of these elements. With the
recent increase in online education, this study represents an
important step towards understanding how instructors can
design demonstration videos to maximize student learning.
We recommend that, when creating instructional videos,
educators, at the very least, embed questions to prime
viewers. Ideally, instructors should also incorporate
enhanced visuals, as it appears to be the combination
which maximizes learning from videos.
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